The below is an email received by one of our members. As you can see this contains several errors. Clearly this is a scam and the Orange link at the bottom should **Never** be clicked on under any circumstances.

The below information has been sourced from the Age UK website and provides useful information on general TV Licence Scams and what to look out for. (Apologies for the small print)
Email in subject line
The scammer wanted the email to look personalised, but they only knew your email. A company is unlikely to use your email in the subject line.

Misspelling and grammatical errors
It’s common to find grammatical and spelling errors in phishing emails, such as this misspelling of license.

Account numbers
If an email includes an account number, check that it is actually your number. Often scammers will use a random number in the hope you won’t check.

Sender’s email
This looks suspicious. The real organisation will use donotreply@tvlicensing.co.uk or donotreply@spp.tvlicensing.co.uk to email you.

No name
TV Licensing will usually include your name in their emails unless you did not provide one.

Alarming threats
Scammers will often try to scare you with false threats of debt collection to encourage you to take action sooner.

Watch out for the URL
Although the URL looks genuine, a different URL will be used when you click on the link, taking you to a fake site. Don’t